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Meeting Purpose: For the Board to inform members of the status of the coop and to 
get input regarding how to move forward. 

Meeting Date:  January 24, 2019 
Meeting Time:  6:00 – 8:00 pm 
Meeting Location:  First United Methodist Church 
Meeting Facilitator: Tami Graham 
Attendees: Board Members: 

Kate Husted, President 
Jamie Matthews, Treasurer 
Kelly Rogers, Board Member 
Tom Riesing, Board Member 
 
Interim General Manager: 
Jules Masterjohn 
 
DNF Staff 
 
DNF Coop Member-Owners 
 
Total participation – approximately 100 people 
 

 
Opening 
§ Interim General Manager (GM) Jules Masterjohn opened the meeting at 6:05 with an 

invocation and introduced Meeting Facilitator, Tami Graham 
§ Tami gave an outline of the of the meeting and asked that anyone who wanted to 

speak raise their hand and she would make sure all had the opportunity to talk 
§ Board members introduced themselves.  Two board members were unable to 

attend: Dan Randolph, Secretary and Cathy Cowles, Board Member 
 
Board Presentation 
§ President Kate Husted and Treasurer Jamie Matthews presented 
§ Meeting is being held because coop has debts, including to local farmers and 

vendors, it cannot pay, and its viability to continue existing is in question. 
§ A binding vote will not take place at this meeting, as originally planned.  There was 

some confusion amongst coop members about what the vote was about, plus a 
number of new factors have arisen in recent days 

§ The official vote originally intended for tonight and now postponed was to either to 
keep the current board in place or to replace them with a new board. 

§ Instead, tonight there will be an unofficial and non-binding ballot taken in order for 
the Board to learn whether they have the confidence of the membership.  Ballots are 
available tonight at the meeting and members can complete a ballot tonight at the 
meeting or anytime until Feb. 3, 2019 by completing a ballot at the store or online at 
https://www.durangonaturalfoods.coop 

§ Slides were presented and are attached.  Highlights or points where there was 
additional elaboration were as follows: 
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Board Presentation 
 
§ Policy Governance 101 – What does the board do?  

§ A big part of job is learning how to interact with GM – providing oversight while 
allowing the GM to act autonomously 

 
§ Current Operating Conditions  

§ Interim manager is in place; purchasing is cut to minimal levels, coop operating at 
reduced hours; and three key staff are donating hours 

 
§ Current Financial Conditions 

§ In recent years, coop has been operating in the red with the exception of 2017.   
§ In all other years, accounts payable, which includes money owed to vendors, 

has been increasing each year.   
§ In June of 2018, the board recognized they needed a plan, as liabilities 

ultimately reached $168k.    
§ In November and December, the staff accountant and the board treasurer 

took control and have been chipping away at the accounts payable. 
§ $20k has been donated and the building mortgage is being paid.   
§ Debt to local vendors has reached $70k and not been paid.  
§ Building is estimated to have a value of $650k and at some point the equity 

could reach the point of not covering liabilities, something the board wants to 
avoid.  

§ Customer purchases are down 13% this year.  Fewer member-owners are 
shopping.  The coop has not been able to recover the number of customers, 
but costs stay the same.  60% of member-owners spend less than $500 last 
year and 75% spent less than $1000.  This is not sustainable. 

§ Status of Accounts Payable: (presented by Scotty, staff finance manager) 
§ Liabilities require $75k per month through April 
§ The January deadline has been met by a loan of $75k from a member-owner.  

The board plans to use this to pay local vendors. 
§ There are long-standing problems with the building.  A few items have been 

addressed by the efforts of member-owners. $10k of deferred maintenance 
remains.   

§ Business model needs to change to stay alive. 
§ Coop needs to continue fundraising and obtaining loans and loans with 

favorable terms are being offered 
§ National Cooperative Grocers (NCG) (presented by Kate) 

§ NCG is DNF’s business association, a co-op of co-ops, and provides support, 
tools and access to pricing deals for products.  They presented DNF with a 
proposal to partially subsidize the salary of a proven co-op General Manager.  

§ They have worked with a GM they think would be excellent for DNF who is 
available in early March 

§   
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Member-Initiated Survey Presentation  
§ Brian Barnes, initiated a survey of member-owners, and received 250 responses.  A 

22-page report of the results was prepared and was available at the meeting. 
§ Key items of report were presented as follows: 

§ Items people most value or would most like to see DNF offer:  local produce; 
local eggs, dairy and meat; local food products; bulk items and bulk coop hub; 
expanded deli-café 

§ Key reasons people support DNF: local; small neighborhood store; support local 
farmers; coop model; community and people 

§ Primary concern:  Keep co-op open at all cost; focus on a niche; focus on local; 
pay debts; expand seating; be price competitive 

 
 
Questions and Comments 
 
Comment:  NCG and bringing in highly skilled General Manager (GM) is a great option 
but isn’t this what the most recent GM was supposed to do? 
 
Jamie:  Most recent GM did not meet expectations of the board. 
 
Comment:  What would be different with the NCG GM proposal? 
 
Jules:  NCG works with GMs that are skilled at turning coops around. NCG is familiar 
with DNF’s financial details and reviews DNF data every month.  The downside is that 
there is no guarantee DNF will succeed.  DNFs success will ultimately depend on us.  
The GMs salary would be $80k, with NCG paying $30k, $20k, and $10k in the first three 
years, with DNF paying the balance.  NCG has funding but want to see improvement in 
sales first. 
 
Comment:  Why does the board think people do not shop at DNF? 
 
Kate:  Natural Grocers and other competition 
 
Jamie:  Economy of scale.  Because DNF purchases a relatively small amount, unit cost 
is higher.  Customers come in for produce and bulk and go elsewhere for packaged 
items. 
 
Comment:  The idea was that this would be hub for farmers.  How does cost compare to 
farmers market? 
 
Staff:  It’s about the same price as farmers market because DNF gets wholesale pricing. 
 
Comment:  What is the sentiment of the board and what is their process to revamp? 
 
Kate:   There is a shift in last couple of days.  There are deadlines that need to be met 
to not be back where we were, but much more hopeful than a week ago and want to 
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Questions and Comments 
keep that going. 
 
Comment:  Is the board going to look into collaboration with respect to reforming 
business model? 
 
Kate:   Need to get feedback.  So far we have heard the desire to expand deli seating 
and becoming a community hub.  We want to be something different than what already 
exists.  First step is to get out of the crisis right now 
 
Kelly:   Seeing the grassroots, activated, inspired spearheading currently occurring with 
member-owners is what is needed to make the business more relevant 
 
Comment:  In two of the graphs presented, it looked like from 2016-2018, the numbers 
of people coming in wasn’t that different, though there was huge drop in sales - 16%.  It 
looks like there was a big drop in March – prior to the fire.  What caused the dramatic 
change in what was coming in versus what was spent? 
 
Jamie:   Not yet sure and want to have time to research and articulate well.  Thought 
after fire, sales would go up.  Sales briefly went up after notice of crisis and now they 
are back down.   
 
Comment:  If you come in to shop and something is not there, you go elsewhere. 
 
Comment:  Concerning advisory (ballot), what does it mean to the board if people say 
yes or no to them staying? 
 
Kate:   Not ready to commit.  With a vote of no confidence, would be inclined to resign, 
but can’t commit because so much changing. 
 
Jamie  - Original intention for tonight was to vote current board in or out.  The board 
questioned whether they should stay in because after looking at trends going down, 
they felt they weren’t skilled and wanted to give opportunity to others. 
 
Tom:   There are a lot of new changes and interested in seeing how they progress. 
 
Comment:  Please provide more info on NCG in relation to the current board. 
 
Jules: A formal proposal from NCG is on paper.  NCG is aware that a change of board 
could destabilize things further.   Typically board elections are in April, so the decision 
was that that is a more appropriate time to vote the current members in or out.  There is 
a huge learning curve to all of the issues, so new people may have lots of energy but 
not be prepared to act in the swift manner needed now. 
 
Kelly:  There is a tremendous pool of talent among member-owners and the board plans 
to use that resource 
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Questions and Comments 
 
Comment:  Doesn’t shop at DNF all the time because lives in Bayfield, but supports 
coop.   
Recommends collaboration with other coops:  Basin Coop and Southwest Fresh Farm 
Cooperative.  Suggests reaching out and asking them to join together. 
 
Comment:   Sells energy bars at DNF but, except for bulk items, doesn’t shop there 
because of price.  How can the prices of things be known before people come in? 
 
Comment:  There are flyers at the store and also available online. 
 
Jeremy:  Are there specific people spearheading solutions and who are those people 
and where can he get info to support them? 
 
Katie Waller:  Group has been meeting at Turtle Lake, so they can provide input to 
board.  They are a group of local vendors and people who are passionate about DNF.   
 
Kate:   The board totally supports that 
 
Kelly:   We need that 
 
Comment:  Are there other things people can get involved with? 
 
Board:   Fundraising 
 
Brad:   Need is for everyone here to start buying groceries at DNF and make what is 
there work for you 
 
Comment:  There are people who say they don’t shop at DNF because the price is too 
high or items are not available.  This is not reflected in the survey because the survey 
responses came from those who support the coop.  The survey should go to people 
who don’t come to find out why.  Likely response are price and lack of items 
 
Comment:  2017 strong:  Returning to the issue of March.  Please find out what 
happened in March.  Analyze why the trouble started 
 
Comment:  Email address fell off of database and this probably happened to others as 
well.   Is there a way to remedy this? 
 
Comment:  There is a clipboard in meeting room to sign up 
 
Comment:  You can also go to the website and re-sign up 
 
Comment:  There is a vague indication of blame on the former GM.  Are there plans to 
change policy governance?  Was it ineffective with past GM? 
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Questions and Comments 
 
Kate:   Board may not be ready to speak with one voice on this 
 
Jamie:   Board is not currently addressing policy governance because in crisis mode 
 
Kate:   As a group, board has noticed failures with policy governance and the need to 
change 
 
Comment:  Was the former GM not reporting monthly? 
 
Jamie:  He was reporting monthly, but the subject of each month’s report rotated, so the 
trends were readily apparent.  Financial data was originally collected quarterly and the 
board started to ask for monthly when they realized there was a problem.  The 
relationship between board and GM is challenging to navigate under policy governance, 
where the board is in a position of needing to trust but verify what the GM says.  Policy 
governance requires the board to be careful about interactions with operations. 
 
Kelly:   One of the challenges 
 
Margaret:   How can volunteers help – possibly stocking shelves, etc. 
 
Jules:   IRS has strict rules about what volunteers can do if the business pays people for 
that type of work.  There is staff that stocks shelves, so generally not allowed to have 
volunteers do that work.  There are other things that are not done by employees, and 
volunteers could help with that.  Painting, deep cleaning.  This type of things takes time 
and energy to organize.  It has been done.  Recently a member-owner stepped up to 
paint the floors, which look great. 
 
Margaret:  Is there a list of farmer debts? If shared, people may step up for pieces of 
rescue. 
 
Jamie:   This would be a type of Adopt-a-Vendor.  Currently, the $75k loan is ear-
marked for local farmers, producers and service providers.  The remaining debt is to the 
Big 4. 
 
Geoff:  As a past board member, has experienced the complexity of policy governance.  
When one comes on the board, they get introduced to it.  He has run businesses and 
nevertheless learning policy governance took him a year.  Policy governance is really 
inefficient but it is tied to significant funding from NCG. 
 
Jules: It was Kelli Reese, former GM, who brought DNF to use Policy Governance as a 
requirement of her employment at DNF:  Policy governance means the board needs to 
speak with one voice and it protects the GM from having a multitude of bosses 
 
Jamie:  Within policy governance, relationship with GM is based largely on trust  
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Questions and Comments 
 
Ellen Stein:  Happy there is not gong to be an immediate vote on keeping or letting 
current board go.  The current board is critical and the NCG opportunity would go away 
without them.   
As the one writing grants for DNF, she needs this board for institutional knowledge.  Has 
received input that if DNF closes, sells the property, highly unlikely to rebuild.  There is a 
need for strict goals and to assign people to these goals.  To board:  please ask for help 
soon.  Recommends a new survey with everything that is needed to keep DNF going 
and asking about people’s ability to donate. Would prefer that the part of the $75k not 
already be spent be preserved for other uses because an Adopt-a-Vendor program is 
sexy and people will want to help farmers.  They will be less motivated to donate to help 
the Big 4.  Question to the board:  What is plan moving forward? 
 
Kelly:   Board is digesting all of this info. 
 
Comment:  So many people ready to help.  What advisory committees are needed. 
 
Jamie:  Current operating committees include fundraising and maintenance. There 
could be a member communication advisory board.  She can coordinate other people 
who want to get together for specific efforts. 
 
Ellen:   Does the board need interim action plan?  Do they need help putting one 
together? 
 
Jamie:   Board is using info from this meeting to devise plan, and what they are working 
with changes daily 
 
Comment:  DNF can’t compete in the standard way.  The strength is what is in this 
room.  It is not enough to pay a membership.  There should be groups and activities that 
people do.  If a member doesn’t volunteer, there should be a higher membership price.  
Heart is what works:  commit not just with money but with action. 
 
Jenny:   Arrived last year and had to seek out the coop.  Has met many who don’t know 
what DNF is.   We need to get word out:  advertising, Facebook.  Tell friends about the 
coop 
 
Comment:  New to the area.  Has lived in 7 different places and observed many coops.   
If resources are used correctly, prices can be competitive, and even lower. Stick to 
produce and bulk.  Like a credit union, a feature of a coop can be that it beats the prices 
of corporations. 
 
Comment:  Thank you to board and those taking initiative.  She is a lifetime member 
and she pledges to join again and to bring in 10 new friends. 
 
Jim:  Thank you to board.  There are 1400 members in good standing, and 100 here 
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Questions and Comments 
tonight.  How to reach the other 1300.  This is the obvious place to reach out.  Has 
observed that store products haven’t changed which indicates that products haven’t 
been evaluated.  How to go to the 1300 and find out what they want that’s not there.  Is 
there the ability to evaluate stock items? 
 
Jules and Brian:   We’re doing that right now. 
 
Deli Manager:  Wants to recognize employees.  They are bearing brunt of this and 
thanks to staff, things are still going.  Staff often doesn’t know what is going on.  Have 
heard rumors board is closing store at the end of January.  Why should people be 
confident in the board when the board’s immediate response was to close?  She hasn’t 
met all of board which means they’re not all shopping there. 
 
Kelly:  Part of communication situation has to do with their ability to navigate policy 
governance and bylaws. 
 
Jamie:   Kate and her have amended bylaws and they want to put it to a vote and that is 
forthcoming. 
 
Comment:  Why is social media not being used.  Instagram went months without a post. 
 
Jules:   Kamaljit is marketing and membership coordinator and handles that but recently 
because of pressing store needs, she has been taking on other responsibilities that 
have taken her away from her typical work.  
 
Kamaljit:   There are two feeds and the store feed has been updated regularly.  The 
produce has their own feed and that may be what is not updated. 
 
Comment:  There could be committees for care of social media, care of building. 
 
James:   Just moved to Durango after finishing time on board of La Montañita Co-op in 
Albuquerque and has moved to Durango.  He came on board of La Montañita Co-op 
when they were in crisis and he has issues with policy governance.  Policy governance 
is not required by NCG but is practiced by a lot of coops.  When on the board in 
Albuquerque, they moved away from policy governance and the coop now uses a policy 
manual instead.  A friend, Ben is also here, having driven up from Albuquerque. He has 
a lot of experience and they are both willing to provide any guidance they can.  GM in 
Albuquerque Joe Phy would also be willing to help.  The board doing great -
transparency is important.  He recognizes they are doing all this work for free.  When he 
learned of the DNF crisis, he went there to Christmas shop and spend $400, making 
whatever items were there work.  The biggest things member-owners can do is to be 
involved and to shop at the coop. 
 
Max?:  As a local vendor, his trust is broken.  There has been 6 months without pay.  
How is the board going to regain trust so vendors will keep supplying DNF.  La 
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Questions and Comments 
Montañita’s model gives producers an incentive to scale up.  Is there still talk with La 
Montañita? 
 
Brian Gaddy:  He talked this week with James Ranch which is concerned about whether 
they can be paid.  He wants to pay now as things come through the door.  Not paying 
vendors can never happen again.  He needs to see how paying as products come it he 
door works in the next few months, and if not, then re-assess.  Broke his heart that DNF 
owed people this much money.  It cannot happen again.  Will need to build trust little by 
little. It’s the buyers and staff in the store to make sure people are paid, not the boards. 
 
Jamie:  Sent out 100 letters of apology to vendors and responded to every email she 
received with a time commitment.  She hopes transparency will help. 
 
 
Max:   Can the potential 2015 merger with La Montañita be rekindled: 
 
Jules: La Montañita is going through a management search right now. They also work 
with NCG.  They have five stores and much juggling, so no possibility of merger right 
now.  Maybe in several months there will be. 
 
Jamie:  Board not pursuing merger right now.  They are just trying to get a feel for 
things. 
 
Kate: Not that we’re opposed to a merger, it’s just not on our plates right now. 
 
Comment:  Financials not in good position for 4 or 5 years.  No savings - in red or 
slightly above, and the year that was slightly above was minor.   
 
Comment:  Is there a possibility a liaison between the board and GM and the staff? 
What is being done for employees so they have a safe environment? 
 
Brian Gaddy: Has been difficult to get staff members to attend a board meeting.  There 
are 25 staff members, and an option is for them to elect a representative.  Also it is a 
good idea for there to be a person between staff and board and GM due to policy 
governance.  It is difficult for staff to express themselves directly to GM or board. 
 
Jamie:  If she is in the store and does not have time to respond to staff on the spot, she 
exchanges emails with them. 
 
Katrina Blair:  Proud to be in this community.  The resources and community spirit are 
even more nutritious than food. 
 
Ron:  People are speaking from their heart.  Connection and community is what we’re 
missing n this world and that’s why this matters.  Thanks to board and staff.  Feel it in 
your heart and we can make this work. 
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Questions and Comments 
 
Comment:  Recognizes staff and all the work they have been doing.  Please take the 
time to thank staff when you see them in the store. 
 
Kate:   Overview of the advisory vote:  Ballots at the meeting and available in the store 
and on the website https://www.durangonaturalfoods.coop until Feb. 3.  
 
Comment:  Provide vendor list to get the specific status of how people may help.   
where to get info.   
 
Comment: Create hubs to get people with certain skills working together to contribute. 
 
Kelly:   Anyone interested in facilities committee, please see him. 
 
Closing 
 
Tami closed the meeting at 8:00 pm.   
 
 
 


